52 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

- Department of Computer Science
  - Among top CS Departments in the Nordics
  - #1 CS Degree Program in Finland
  - The number of professors has grown from 16 in 2017 to 29 in 2019.
  - Approx. 200 staff members in 2018

- Architects of the Digital World
  - Core CS and Data Science
  - Algorithms, AI, Networking, Software
HELSINKI – A LEADING CS AND AI HUB IN EUROPE

#1 CS DEGREE PROGRAM IN FINLAND
#1 MOOC
DOUBLING NUMBER OF PROFESSORS
DOUBLED EXTERNAL FUNDING
1/6 FLAGSHIPS IN FINLAND
Joint initiative for AI by Aalto University, University of Helsinki and VTT
• Develop new data science methodology, algorithms and platform technology
• Increase collaboration between data science, application disciplines and industry
• Ensure improved use and development of the computational infrastructures
• Advance open science
• Collaborate in master and doctoral programmes
• www.helsinki.fi/hidata